With more than 1.2 billion PC gamers worldwide, the PC platform continues to be the top choice for the best gaming experiences. To demonstrate the latest and greatest in gaming, Intel will host its first E3 press conference on June 12 at the Theatre at Ace Hotel, revealing exciting news and previews across games, virtual reality and esports. Presented by the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), E3 is the world’s premier event for computer, video and mobile games.

In addition to the E3 press conference, Intel will serve as the presenting sponsor for the third annual PC Gaming Show, offering back-to-back press briefings on June 12 to highlight the innovations Intel is helping drive across the industry with key partners.

**Intel News Conference**

As the leader in making incredible gaming and VR experiences possible with the 7th Generation Intel® Core™ processor, and with its decade-long history in esports with Intel® Extreme Masters (IEM), Intel will reveal where the PC gaming industry is headed next.

**When:** Monday, June 12, 9:15 to 9:45 a.m. PDT  
**Where:** The Theatre at Ace Hotel, Los Angeles  
**Live Stream:** Tune in at twitch.tv/pcgamer

**PC Gaming Show**

The PC Gaming Show returns to E3 this year for its third event, with Intel as its presenting sponsor. The event will be hosted by PC fan-favorite, Sean “Day[9]” Plott and will showcase exclusive announcements, trailers and discussion from many of the most exciting developers and projects on the platform.

**When:** Monday, June 12, 10 a.m. PDT  
**Where:** The Theatre at Ace Hotel, Los Angeles  
**Live Stream:** Tune in at twitch.tv/pcgamer

**Get Hands-on at E3**

Intel and the PC Gaming Show will play host to thousands of E3 attendees in Booth #533 of the South Hall of the Los Angeles Convention Center. Experience firsthand how Intel technology delivers the best gaming and VR experiences. And try out some of the most anticipated PC games of the year at the booth.

**More Information?**

Visit our [Newsroom](#) and follow us on social media: Twitter at [@IntelNews](#) and [@Intel](#); and on [Facebook](#).

**Media Contacts**

Farm Saechou, Intel Global Communications  
farm.p.saechou@intel.com

Olivia Gonzalez, Ogilvy Public Relations  
olivia.gonzalez@ogilvy.com
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About Intel

Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches lives. Inspired by Moore's Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our customers' greatest challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash the potential of data to transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel's innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and intel.com.
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